Phantom limb pain (PLP) is commonly considered to be a result of maladaptive brain plasticity. This model proposes that PLP is mainly caused by reorganisation in the primary somatosensory cortex, presumably characterised by functional degradation of the missing hand representation and remapping of other body part representations. In the current study, we replicate our previous results by showing that PLP correlates with maintained representation of the missing hand in the primary sensorimotor missing hand cortex. We asked unilateral upper-limb amputees to move their phantom hand, lips or other body parts and measured the associated neural responses using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). We confirm that amputees suffering from worse chronic PLP have stronger activity in the primary sensorimotor missing hand cortex while performing phantom hand movements. We find no evidence of lip representation remapping into the missing hand territory, as assessed by measuring activity during lip movements in the missing hand cortex. We further show that the correlation between chronic PLP and maintained representation of the missing hand cannot be explained by the experience of chronic non-painful phantom sensations or compensatory usage of the residual arm or an artificial arm (prosthesis). Together, our results reaffirm a likely relationship between persistent peripheral inputs pertaining to the missing hand representation and chronic PLP, and emphasise a need to further study the role of peripheral inputs from the residual nerves to better understand the mechanisms underlying chronic PLP.
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Introduction
we directly targeted otherwise latent phantom hand representation in the primary 47 sensorimotor missing hand cortex (Kikkert et al., 2016) . This is unlike previous 48 studies using sensory lip stimulation, lip movements or imaginary phantom hand 49 movements to determine reorganisation in the missing hand cortex (Birbaumer et al., 50 M A N U S C R I P T Table 2 ). For each given quantitative PLP description, amputees 103 provided an intensity rating (scale 0-100, as above). 
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should make actual rather than imagined phantom hand movements ( 
and optimised using boundary based registration (Greve & Fischl, 2009 
Results
241
We . We found excellent inter-study consistency for phantom hand 328 movement activity levels and poor inter-study consistency for lip and residual arm 329 movement activity levels in the primary sensorimotor missing hand cortex (see Table  330 3). 331 332
ICC-VALUE
ICC-CI Phantom/intact hand movement activity 0.75 0.07 -0.93 Lip/intact hand movement activity -0.22 -3.54 -0.67 Residual arm/intact hand movement activity 0.15 -2.14 -0.77 Table 3 : Test-retest reliability of fMRI activity levels in the missing hand ROI.
333
Averaged percent signal change was extracted from each participant's first-level 334 analysis using ROI 3 (defined by control participants' non-dominant hand movements). 335
To ensure our ICC values were minimally affected by differences in scanner type, we 336 normalised activity levels by dividing by intact hand movement activity levels 337 extracted from an intact hand ROI. ICC = intraclass correlations; CI = 95% 338 confidence interval. 339 340 M A N U S C R I P T
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Discussion
341
Here we confirm that chronic PLP associates with stronger activity in the primary 342 sensorimotor missing hand cortex during phantom hand movements. This was 343 observed regardless of ROI selection, demonstrating the robustness of our findings. 344
Phantom hand movement activity was distinct from residual limb movements activity. 345 Furthermore, the relationship between chronic PLP and missing hand cortex activity 346 during phantom hand movements was not related to the residual arm representation. 347
We further confirm our previous observation that amputees recruit bilateral insula 348 more during phantom hand movements compared to when controls make non-349 dominant hand movements. The primary sensorimotor missing hand cortex and insula 350 both receive afferent information originating from the injured primary afferent nerve. 351
As such, ectopic firing caused by assault to the residual nerves and/or dorsal root 352 ganglia following amputation should result in aberrant inputs into both cortical 353 terminals, potentially explaining the observations described in this study. efficacy of peripheral nerve block in PLP treatment, is that a full blocking of C-fibers 439 is difficult to achieve (Serra et al., 2015) . A further explanation that has been 440 M A N U S C R I P T of phantom/non-dominant hand movements in amputees/controls, respectively. Brain 739 laterality was aligned with respect to the missing hand, such that for amputees 740 missing their right hand (n=10) or control participants that were left-hand dominant 741 (n=11) the brain was flipped on the sagittal axis prior to group analysis. Amputees 742
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show increased excitability in bilateral insula, anterior supramarginal gyrus, and 743 prefrontal cortex, as well as of the pallidum and anterior cingulate cortex of the 744 phantom hand hemisphere (see Table A .1 for a detailed overview of peak activity) 745 during phantom hand movements, compared to two-handed controls. (B) Whole-brain 746 group comparison during lip movements in amputees and controls. There were no 747 significant differences in activation. As above, brain laterality was aligned with 748 respect to the missing and dominant hand for amputees and controls respectively. 749
A=anterior; P=posterior. White arrows indicate the central sulcus. 
